
Live annotated pages 13-22 od the Dube declaration and will enclose COpiOrio I've 
had a problem in going over the documents, legal-sized, and in recalling which ones 
you had in mind. I put a slip on the first page of Category 6 (64) but found one page 
bent over, so I wonder if you want me to go over all of these or just that page? As I 
skimmed these pagee of does I do not recall seeing the bypass of Langley that I recall 
froia py exaraieation when first disclosed and I got the impression from mere glancing 
that Dube is sticking, come hell or high water, to the original and even then un-
justified withholdings. 

The first justification on bent-over page 06 is the cable 1232. What they seem 
to be withholding there is a joke, the identification of the CIA station in 14exico 
city. I thoink if thie is what they acknowledged and you accepted it you have helped 
them pull your teeth because if Dube known mything at all he knows t at this was 
repeatedly officially disclosed and that it was the subject of extensive authorized 
CIA public testimony. I suggest that the last withholding 'within the text ifi of 
something like "results of the polygraph examination" and for this, the claim E 
"concerning an intelligence method as it. pertains to the interrogation of elverado". 
If Dube is willing to so attest, regardless of any later admission, he should have 
totally disquelified hieeelf and you should say that to the judge and say that it 
undeftines any credibility in his entire declaration. 

Beeore I do anything more I'd like to have a better idea what you want. 

I'll keep this with the xeroxes you left so I can find it without starting any 
new stacke in my  office. 

What I say above is, I think, adequate authentication of what is in my notes 
that I made in the margins before I looked as this crap. You really ought go after 
him for once because he is that completely vulnerable and that in*endedly dishonest, 
with the court one of his targets. Blannery just might axelrad him. 

in haste, 

I have the impreesion that the oxico city and 
other officially disclosed CIA stations are in 
what is witilhaa else here. 


